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'Why some homes get better all the time,
HOMES, like human beings, need stout "constitutions". industry and oj oj the
which depend, in turn, on building products -used. And people UNION CARBIl)E.

these are getting better all the time. , It takes basic knowledge and relentless research. Tremen ..
In building or remodeling today, you can choose weather- dous pressures and extreme vacuums. Heat up 1Q 6000°

defiant paint . ~ . warm-hued and lasting plastic tiles for and Gold down to 3000 below zero, Fahrenheit. Working
kitchens and bathrooms ..... hardware and window screens with these-and working-together-th'e various Units of
of stainless steel or, any-purpose plastics.. vec now.separate or combine nearly one..half of the many

Yours, too, are", heating installations with leakproof elements of. the earth.
welded piping and streamlined plumbing. To say nothing FREE: You are invited to send for the illustrated booklet, "Products
of resin-glued plywood good for-decades as sheathing sub- and Processes,"whi~h describes the ways in ujhic~~industry 'uses

fl _. d' f d ' - I .. · - d - .. - 'II UCC'sAlloys, Chemicpls, Carbons, Gases, and Plastics.
\ oorIng, oors an comp ete interior an exterior wa s.

These are a few of today's countless building products UN I 0'-- N CARBI DE
. that give better service because into them go better basic ' ...
materials, AND
Producing better materials for the use of science and 30 EAST 42ND STREET ~ NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

---------......-..---------Products ofDivisionsandUnitsinclude--·----------------
LINDE OXYGEN • PREST-O-LITE ACETYLENE • PYROFAX GAS • BAKELITE, KRENE, VINYON;AND VINYLITE PLASTICS

NATIONAL CARBONS • EVEREADY FLASHLIGHTS AND BATTERIES •• ACHESON ELECTRODES

PRESTONE AND TREK ANTI-FREEZES • ELECTROMET ALLOYS AND METALS • HAYNES STELLITE ALLOYS • SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS



greatest return for the investment of my time
and talents?

To help you answer these all-important questions,
Westinghouse offers a new 32-page book - Finding
Your Place in Industry. It describes the many 'career
opportunities open with Westinghouse, and how the
Westinghouse Graduate Student Training Course fits
you for advancement in your chosen profession.

No matter what type of career you plan, it will pay
you to read this book. Get your free copy today!

(;·l0006

As you complete your college career, you must find
the answers to two big questions. Finding the right
answers bears importantly on your future success and
satisfaction.

1. Which is the right job for me? In what line of work
. . . research, design, manufacturing, engineering)
sales, business administration . . . can I best put
Iny training and natural abilities to work?

2. HOI-V can I find the right cOlnpany?' What type
of company, in what line of business, offers the

OCTOBER, 1947

o obtain copy of Finding lTollr Place in Industry, consult
Placement Officer of your university, or rnai] this coupon to:

The District Educational Coordinator
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
306 Fourth Avenue, P. O. Box 1017
Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania

Name

College Course _

Address _

City State _
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When you needheat for drying,formetal-melting,
for process steamvfor any of -the production-line
heating requirements y(9U need GAS and modern
Gas~quipmeni. .

And for proof of the many successful .applications
of the productive flames of GAS in "~edern in-
dustrial practice you need only look at the-experi-

. ence records of A. C. Qilbert Coinpany,famed
producer of miniature trains, scientific toys, motor-
driven appliances.

In its-modern New' Haven, Connecticut, plant.
the company's production engineers have applied
-GAS to heating processes such as:

• Pre-melting .furnaces .for metal used in
die-casting Some popular items in the list of A. C. Gilbert Company products

• Molren-metal reservoirs of die-casting machines ' -
• Remelt furnaces 'for reclaiming scrap metal
.• Salt bathfor gear hardening I These varied examples demonstrate the applica-
• Boilers supplying steam for bakelite bility oEGAS to the widest range of.production-line

mold-beating, processes. The growing use of GAS in modern pro-
• 'Continuous 'cycle and convection'drying and ductioneering is a constant challenge to engineers

enameling ovens and manufacturers of heat treating equipment.

A MER IC A N GAS ASS 0 CIAT ION ~2:~E;~~~T~t;:::
Gas-fired traveling conveyor oven where Automatic controls assure proper paint~dry. Gas-fired boilers supply steorn
Erector set parts are coated and dried . ing temperatures in Gas convection ovens t,o the" bakelite molding presses

oc>:-:·:«·:·:-»x·:-x·;·:.ga.:······ ······~::,e;::::5::::::::::~::;:;~·: _
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WHAT PART OF A PLANE 15 THIS?
. .

Clue: 31,700 would co,ter a pinhead

It is part of the wing surface ... an area so micro- results they want .. · alloys as strong or .stronger
scopic that 31,700 spots like this would barely than structural steel, at one-third the -weight · . ·
cover. a pinhead alloys that make better castings, forgings.,extrusiqns

You are looking at aluminum through an electron .. -. alloy's for innumerable uses
microscopevthe way Alcoa 'Research scientists look You wouldn't hear half; not even a "hundredth as

,~.at aluminum alloys in our laboratories. They get much about aluminum today if it weren't for these
down to aluminum's really fine points ... explore alloys that Alcoa Research has produced. Alumi-
among the atoms. num's great and growing usefulness, springs directly

Studying structures like this is one of 'the ways from their development. Nature made aluminum
Alcoa"metallurgists learn how to improve aluminum light. Alcoa has made it strong and versatile and
alloys arid, how to make new ones. By scientific low in cost. ALUMINlJ~1COMPANY'OF.L~MERIC'A,Gulf
experimentation they combine with ~aluminum the Building., Pittsburgh 19., Pennsylvania.
right amounts of the right metals to produce the MORE, people want MORE alumi~um for MORE uses than ever

ALCOA' FI~ST IN ALUMINUM

OCTOBER, 1941 3



A guide for fishermen
and factory heads

FISHING rod guides (like the one
above) and bearing surfaces in reels

can now wear virtually forever.

Why? Because the hardest metal
made by man is adaptable for use at
the wear points. This super-hard metal
is Carboloy Cemented Carbide.

And the same, almost incredible
wear-resisting qualities of Carboloy are
equally effective in thousands of manu-
facturing applications and product
parts throughout industry. Take textile
plants, for example:

Textile parts last years longer
In one mill, Carboloy nylon guides
have lasted three years and are still in
use! Steel guides lasted only two
months. And so it is with slitter knives,
carding pins, needles, jute and yarn
guides ... all tough spots for ordinary
metals but duck soup for Carboloy.

Vital to all industries
Carboloy is held by authorities to be
one of the ten most important indus-
trial developments of the past decade
. . . a guide to cost-minded factory
heads everywhere ... because:

1. Carboloy cOri,monly triples
the output of both men and
machines,

2. Regularly increases the qual-
ity of products, and

3. Cuts, forms or draws all
alloys with accuracy and
speed previously unknown.

A challenge to you
The odds are 10 to 1 that Carboloy-
the amazing metal of many uses--ean
be put to work profitably in your plant
by our engineers. Write

Carboloy Company, Inc., Detroit 32, Mich.
© 1947 CARBOLOY CO.
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CARBO-LOY
® . CEMENTED CARBIDE <

THE- HARDEST METAL MADE BY MA.N

Letters to the Editor
July 21, 1947

The Editors
COOPERATIVE ENGINEER
Cooperative Engineer
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, Ohio

Sirs:

It is with the utmost amazement
tha t I read your editorial concerning
the new grading system at UC which
appeared in the July .issue of your
magazine. I can hardly believe that a
group of engineers hold such opinions.

According to the editorial, it is your
belief that 10% is too great a range in
grades to be represented by one letter
of the alphabet. That is all very true,
if you were de.aling with figures which
accurately represented something, in
this case a student's knowledge. But
I am ure that you know, as well as I,
that a student's knowledge cannot be
fairly evaluated to within 5%, which
wa the case under the old grade sys-
tem. It is very optimistic to believe
tha tit can be ev.alua ted to wi thin
100/0.

You further state that, to your
mind, the greatest fault of the new
system is the inability to average
grades. I believe that this is a real
asset for the simple reason that vve
have no need for an average of our
grades. Under either system, a failure
is a failure and the course must be
repeated for credit. Why, then, should
a student be required to maintain a
certain aveJ;age over and above pass-
ing, in addition to passing all his'
courses?

This subject of grades, in my mind,
is just some more proof of the fact
that our schools are becoming filled
with students who place more impor-
tance on the grades they get than on
the education they receive.

Sincerely,

A. HOLLAND PI-IILLIPS,

E. E. 1950.

COVER BY MARSH

Reading from left to right, Robert Robi-
son, Tom Jessen, and Roger Stephens of
UC's great football team ,practice place-
kicking with the aid of a transit, the civil
engineer's right hand.

COOPERATIVE ENGINEER
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From the ~Editor'sDe k
PUIlfUUe

It is customary that the new editor
of a publication state his intentions
and inform his readers of purpose
and manner of functioning.

In the world of magazines, the
engineering college periodical is
unique. In format and choice of ma-
terial, it has often tried to copy such
journals as M ec hanical Engineering,
which present technical papers and
use extremely conservative layout
techniques. These magazines depend
upon the desire of professional men
to keep up with the latest develop-
ments in their particular field; their
material is often loaded with formu-
lae, charts, and drawings.

The COOPERATIVE ENGI-
NEER has tended in this direction in
years past along with 90 % of other
engineering college magazines. This
year, however, an attempt will be
made toward a more popular and
modern presentation of engineering
topics. Every article will be chosen
and edited with the view that it
should be understandable and inter-
esting to every engineer, whether me-
chanical, electrical, civil, chemical, or
aeronautical. Layout will be planned
to enhance the attraction and interest
of each article and of the magazine as
a whole.

Furthermore, an effort will be
made to present a variety of subjects
authored by a good representation of
the entite college. In this connection,
it should be emphasized that all stu-
dents in the engineering college are
invited to contribute articles. All too
often in the past, the magazine has
been almost entirely a product of the
staff. It is felt that the duties of the
staff should not go beyond writing

" the regular features) choosing and
editing articles that have been sub-
mitted, and managing the mechanical
production of the magazine.

In conclusion, let it be known that
every effort will be made to give the
engineering students a magazine that
will be interesting, informative, and,
at times, entertaining. It is the ambi-
tion of the staff that each issue of the

Pulp and other paper making in-
gredients are horoughly mixed in
the bentincr enqines.

" The Champion Paper and Fibre Co.
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COOPERATIVE ENGINEER be
looked forward to by the whole engi-
neering student body.

'kJcdcI«io.fj4 oJ
fJ~ gclt.ooL

Everyone has heard of the Engi-
neering Tribunal-since yearly elec-
tions are held every spring-but what
are its functions and duties; who is
represented in that governing body?

Petitions for nomination, signed by
25-- students and -tw-o--pro£~rs, are
received by the Board of Elections.
One pre-junior or junior representa-
tive from each department in the col-
lege, and one representative each
from the sophomore and freshman
class and Student Council are elected
each year for a one-year term. How-
ever, two members of each Tribunal
are held over for- a second term.

The Tribunal was formed to regu-
late and coordinate the student activi-
ties of the Engineering College. Later,
its responsibilities were enlarged to in-
elude the recommendation of discipli-
nary action in cases of misconduct of
students. It also investigates the
actions of student societies provided
20 per cent of the members of that
organization petition the Tribunal to
do so. Allocation of the Engineering
Activity Fee (at present this is $2 per
engineering studen t ) to the various
activities is another important func-
tion of the Tribunal. The fund is dis-
tributed according to the needs of the
following organizations and events:
COOPERATIVE ENGINEER, En-
gineers' Ball, Senior Dinner, profes-
sional societies, and Tribunal activi-
ties. This budget may be altered every
three years, the present period ending
in September, 1948.

One of the most discussed topics in
the past year was the continuance of
Co-op Day. There were many pro's
and con's to be considered and, after
much- deliberation, it was decided to
do without Co-op Day for at least
one more year.

The example cited is just one of
many problems that confront the Tri-
bunal constantly. It makes every ef-
fort to solve such problems in a just
manner that will be satisfactoryto all

concerned. ot only does it relieve
the faculty of these responsibilities,
bu t also gives the studen t body the
assurance that their best interest is
looked after. The Tribunal has done
an excellent job-may it continue to
be as successful-R. L.

<JkefJ~
MetluJ, · '

Although engineering is a" special-
ized type of educ.ation available in
several varieties, there is an under-
lying current which runs through the
whole field . . . . the engineering
method. '

If engineering schools give students
nothing more than a 'thorough under-
standing of the engineering method,
they will succeed in preparing _them
for a fruitful career, for this method
is the very core of our industrial sys-
tern." ,

Best described as. a way of thinking,.
this method involves consideration of
all practical factors relating to a given
problem in their proper order of im-

. portance. It requires judgnient in
choosing the best rna terials, pro-
cedures, and machinery with regard
to economy, time, availability, and
required quality and quantity of the
end-product. Approximations, substi-
tutions, and, above all, compromises,
must be made in arriving at the opti-
mum solution.

As set forth above, this system per-
tains to the solution of technical
problems; actually, it may be used to
investigate any sort of problem, since
it is largely a matter of common sense
and simple logic. For example, if we
were to mix the engineering method
with a measure of honest compassion,
could it not be applied to human
problems, large and small? Would it
not provide a pattern by which to
think about the questions that arise
in everyday living?

Even though the engineering edu-
cation is sometimes criticized for"
being one-sided and too highly spe-
cialized, it must be .admitted that no
other course of study can approach it
in the matter of training the mind to
think logically and make sensible de-
cisions, which is, after all, the engi-
neering method!

1



The vital importance of paper to
the economy of the world has been
accurately demonstrated during the
past five years. Paper and paper
products played a very great part in
the winning of the recent conflict and
will playa greater part in the recon-
struction ofthe peace of the world.

The early Egyptians made a sheet
of paper-like material by pressing
together the edges of thin stri ps of
papyrus. Specimens of this material
may be seen in almost any museum;
it will be noted that the material en-
dures very well.

Origin of Paper
The true origin of paper, however,

has been traced to China. The date
A. D. 105 is now cited as the time
of the first paper making. In that
year, according to Chinese historians,
the invention of paper was officially
reported to the Emperor of China by
the eunuch Ts'ai Lun. Early records
of the paper-making process refer to
the method of dipping a flat sieve or
strainer into a vat containing silk or
vegetable fiber and water, letting the
water drain through the strainer, and
then removing the sheet of paper that
was formed. The paper sheet was
hung over a stick to dry.

By ROBERT HAUSMAN, Ch. E. 'SO

The paper-making machine came
into existence in the year 1799 when
Louis Robert, a Frenchman, designed
and built the first successful machine.
After several years of experimenting
and attempting to raise funds for
further work, Robert sold his ma-
chine and the patent rights he had
worked so hard to get. In the year
1804 the machine and all patents per-
taining to it were purchased by the
Fourdrinier Brothers in England. The
machine, improved by the Fourdri-
nier Brothers, soon became very popu-
lar and it was not long un til there
were some thirty mills in operation in
England.

Fourdrinier Machine
The Fourdrinier machine, as it

came to be known, is remarkably
preserved in its modern counterpart.
The machine consists essen tiall y of an
endless wire cloth carried between
two rollers and drawn tight over
them. Pulp and water, thoroughly
mixed, is spread evenly upon the wire
cloth at the vat end of the machine.
As the wire cloth moves and carries
this mixture away from the vat, the
water drains through the wire cloth
and leaves a matted web of paper.
This web is squeezed through a set of

rollers to remove the excess water and
then is wound upon a reel.

First in the U. S.
In 1827 the first paper machine

was brought from England to the
United States and installed in a small
town in the state of New York. It
became an immediate success, since
the cost of importing paper was high.
Other machines were imported and
the growth of the American paper in-
dustry was on its way. It was not
long until complete machines were
being built in America and the native
genius of this country began to make
improvements. The paper machine
as it appears today is a good example
of the engineering abilities of the
American industrial system. In only
120 years the paper machine has
grown from the small 'sixty-inch
width, water-wheel driven machine,
to the large two-hundred and sixty-
inch width, electrically-driven, two-
thousand - feet - per - minute machines
now installed in some of the larger
mills of the country. This progress
has enabled the industry to produce
better paper at lower cost and to do
considerable research on the use of
cheaper materials for making paper.

In the early days of the paper in-

8

A PAPER'WORLD

MODERN FOURDRINIER MACHINE,(WET END)

COOPERATIVE ENGINEER



dustry, pulp consisted mostly of cotton
rags and linen scraps, since it was
thought that only these fibers were
strong enough to 'give a durable sheet
of paper. But it has been found that
many wood fibers can be used if they
are first treated with chemicals to re-
move the undesirable impurities.
Furthermore, wood may be bleached
quite as well as any of the previously
used rag fibers. Most of the fine
printing and writing papers of today
are made of all-wood fibers and in
some cases are found to be superior
to rag-fiber paper. Therefore, pulp
is now defined as being any cellulose
fiber that can be matted into a sheet,
provided it possesses enough strength
to justify its use. The type of pulp
selected depends upon how the paper
is to be used.

Treatm n of ulp
Converting pulp into paper re-

quires two kinds of treatment, me-
chanical and 'chemical. The mechan-
ical treatment of the pulp con i t in
first, suspending the pulp in water by
agitation and then ubjecting it to a
cutting and mashing action in a b at-
ing machine; thi promote a fiber
adhesion and interlocking that will
produce a good matting of the fibers
on the paper machine.

The chemical treatmen of the pulp
i carried on before and during the
mechanical treatment. Generally, an
adhesive material i added during the
beating treatment to give the fibers
greater adhesion when formed into
the mat. This is called izing and has
much to do with the final trength
and appearance of the paper. Other
important processes uch a bl ach-
ing; coloring, and controlling the
acidity of the paper are con idered

the draining away of the water, the
side shake of the machine causing the
fibers to mat tightly in all directions.
All water possible is drawn off by suc-
tion boxe and the sheet, now able to
hold its own weight, is transferred
onto the rest of the machine which
consists, for the most part, of drying
equipment.

Pulp is inspected at various stages of its manufacture to check quality. Here we see
a chemist taking a sample .for laboratory testing. Note the fleecy whiteness of the pulp.

The Champion Paper and Fibre Co.

chemical treatment. After treatment
the pulp i generally pumped' into a
large tor age vat and agitated con-
tinuou ly until drawn off for use.

Paper Stock

The mixture of treated pulp and
water as it is pumped from the stor-
age vat is called paper stock. This
stock is pumped into a flow box,
where the correct amount of fresh
water is added to give approximately
a one per cent mixture. This mixture
is then pumped into the screens,
where lumps and stray bits of dirt are
removed; from the screens, the mix-
ture flows to the machine headbox,
where it is given a final agitation and
allowed to flow smoothly onto the
mov.ing wire screen. The mixture is
rapidly formed into a fiber mat by

The Author
After graduating from M iddle-

town High School, Robert Haus-
man worked as a laboratory tech-
nician at the Sorg Paper Mill,
where he gained much of the
background for this article. Dur-
ing the war he served with the
8th Air Force in England and,
'when discharged he enrolled at
the University. Robert's present
co-op assignment is with the
Applied Science Laboratory. He
is a member of the CO-OP EN-
G! EER st,aff' and A. I. Ch. E.

OCTOBER, 1947,

Machine Diagram
The diagram of the Fourdrinier

type machine will serve to help ex-
plain the functions of the unit which
actually forms the paper web or mat,
This unit constitutes the so-called
"wet end" of the complete machine,
the "dry end" being the part which
dries the paper.

The paper stock is pumped into the
headbox (A) where it flows over a
baffle board into the headbox pool.
This forms a head exerting a constant
pressure upon the outlet at the bot-
tom edge of the box. From this out-
let, the stock flows across the apron
board (B) on to the endless wire cloth
(C). The apron board discharges the
stock flow onto the wire cloth at the
top dead -cen ter of the head roll (D) ;
the speed of the stock flow at this
point i generally equal to the speed
of the moving wire cloth and permits
a smooth spreading of the stock over
the surface of the wire. The stock is
retained on the wire cloth by the
endless deckle straps (H), which are
held flat to the wire by the deckle
pulleys ( I) and (J). The pulleys
may be moved in across the machine

g



.Reel end of a Fourdinier machine showing 242-inch roll of paper weighing 10,000 Ibs.
The Champion Paper and Fibre Co.

to give different width of the paper
web. The table rolls (F) upport the
wire cloth and the paper web and, in
addition, have a certain water-remov-
ing action which aids in ettling the
web into a homogeneou mat. The uc-
tion boxes (G) draw water from the
web and cause the web to become
more dense over each succeeding box.
The roll (K ) is called a couch roll;
its purpose is to pres the web onto
the suction roll (E) where a much
as possible of the remaining water is
·taken off. Here the web i picked off
and passed to the pre e.

Shake Mechanism
The shake mechanism is very im-

portant to the Fourdrinier type ma-
chine. This device is attached at the
head end of the machine and is de-
signed to cause the machine table to
shake sideways. Thu the paper-
maker is able to make a heet of
paper that is fairly strong in the cross
machine direction as well a in the
machine direction.

Automatic Guide
The endless wire cloth i kept true

to the machine by an automatic guide
arm attached to a guide roll located.
on the underside of the machine table.

Cylinder achine
Another machine in common use is

the cylinder type. This machine con-
sists of an endless wire cloth mounted

10

on a drum. The drum i placed in a
vat in uch a fashion that the tock
will flow onto the wire and the water
drain through to the inside of the
drum. The advantage is that aeries
of vats may be placed in a row and
the paper web from the first vat im-
posed upon the web from the second
vat and so on until as luany layers as
desired are built up. The cylinder
machine is usually employed to make
fiber-board papers such as heavy
folder paper and box-board, shipping
wrapper, and index card paper.

Calender Stacks
After the web of paper has been

passed through a set of press rolls to
smooth it and remove more water,
the web is picked off the carrying
felt and passed over a series of steam
drying cylinders at about 3000 F. By
varying the temperature, the paper
may be dried to any desired moisture
content. The paper i then fed into
a calender stack to be ironed to the
desired finish. The calender stack
consists of .a number of steel rolls ver-
tically stacked, through which the
paper is passed back and forth. From
the calender stack the paper is passed
to a reel upon which it is wound.
The full reel is fed into a rewinding
machine, which trims the paper and
cuts it into smaller rolls which are
wound upon steel or fiber-board cores.
From the paper mill the paper is sent
to various processing plants where it
i converted into useful products.

Versatility

Printing paper is cut and pack-
aged in 500-sheet lots or it may be
sold in roll form as in the case of
newsprint. Writing paper is to be
had in any size the purchaser desires.
T4e conversion of paper to containers
and countless other items speaks for
the versatility of the lowly wood fiber.

Sixth Largest Industry

There is good reason that the
manufacture of paper is the world's
sixth largest industry, for it must be
realized that ours is a paper civiliza-
tion and that if the world were sud-
denly to be deprived of all its paper
and the means of making paper, 'it
would immediately be plunged back
into the Dark Ages .

DO, YO'U KNOW?
Q. What is paper pulp?
A. Paper pulp is any type of cellulose

fiber that can be matted into a
sheet tha t will possess enough
strength to justify its use for the
purpose intended. That is, dif-
ferent fibers are used for different
purposes and receive different
treatment.

Q. What is the paper web?
A. The paper .web is the newly

formed sheet as it is matted upon
the machine wire, the term web
implying that the mat is in a wet
state; as soon as the web reaches
the driers and commences to dry
it is referred to as a sheet, or more
simply "the paper."

A super calender stack which finishes
super and coated papers to a satisfactory

printing surface.
The Champion Paper and Fibre Co.
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IN
Death has deprived the College of

Engineering of a man who endeared
himself to both students and faculty
by his many years of unselfish service.

A keen interest in the University
students and faculty, coupled with an
amazing ability for organization, was
the background of Mr. Rupert An-
deregg's life and work at the Univer-
sity. The changes he saw and helped
to bring about in the University of
Cincinnati were numerous. He was
an integral part of the ever-expand-
ing College of Engineering. With a
wide v.ariety of other interests Mr.
Anderegg did not limit himself to col-
lege activities. His family, the Army,
and national organizations received
his attention, too.

A 1919 graduate of the University
of Cincinnati, he became an instruc-
tor in the Civil Engineering Depart-
ment in 1921. Ten years later he
was made a professor. During this
period he became interested in vari-
ous student projects, most notable of
which were the band and the Varsity
Vanities.

In the early "twenties," under
Dean Schneider's direction, a series
of "hobby hours" was established in
the Engineering College. These hobby
hours were organized to promote the
student's interest in fields other than
engineering, to give the students a
more diversified progran1, and to offer
fun and relaxation. Mr. Anderegg
not only organized this huge project,
but also personally conducted many
of the hobby hours. This program in-
cluded sports, crafts, and arts, as
well as music, all of which were de-
signed by Mr. Anderegg to appeal to
the student body.

With the aid of lVlr. van vvye, a
small band was organized in one of
these hobby hours. This band was to
grow and become the nucleus of the
now well known and popular Univer-
siry of Cincinnati Band. In 1929 Mr.
Van Pelt took charge of the band, at
which time Mr. Anderegg became
faculty adviser. Later he was ap-
poin ted facul ty adviser to the various
Varsi ty Vanities. Extremely inter-
ested in this field, he spared no time
or effort in helping the band to ex-
pand both in quantity and quality.
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War and spent one year: in France
with the 21st Engineer Corps. After
the war he became active in the Army
Officer Reserve Corps and became
Lt. Col. of the Coast Artillery Corps
Reserve. Called for active service in
the second World War, he was re-
jected because of a heart condition
which was discovered during his phys-
ical examination. Unable to serve
actively, Mr. Anderegg received a
leave of. absence from the University
to take a position with the Cincinnati
Ordnance Department.

No doubt his great ability to or-
ganize and direct a group of men and
students was furthered by this mili-
tary training. Some of his students
felt that he was militant in manner in
the classroom, yet they all express the
opinion that he was closer to the
student body than are most of the
other professors. Genuinely interested
in students as individuals, he became
counselor and friend to many of
them, Being a military man himself,
he was better able to understand the
problems of returning veterans of
World War II. Consequently, he
arranged his classes to suit the needs
of these veterans and gave advice
whenever needed.

An authority on flood control, Mr.
Anderegg received much of his pr.ac-
tical experience in this field in the
early 1920's when he supervised flood,
power, navigation, and irrigation
studies in the Ohio and Kentucky
area for the United States Govern-
ment, working through the Cincinnati
District Engineering Office.

Mr. Anderegg was devoted to his
family, and his greatest pleasure in
life was to vacation in Michigan in
the summer time with his wife and
four sons. With the growth of his
sons Mr. Anderegg became interested
in Boy Scout work, to which he gave
much of his time and attention.

Possessed of those attributes which
attract all, he went out of his way to
be of service to his students, his uni-
versity, and his community. His
memorial is in the hearts of students,
profe sors, and friends who knew
him, and in the organizations to which
he gave unlimited time and aid.

MEMORIAM
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One of his projects was to acquaint
the general public with the band and'
to ecure their interest and support.
He, therefore, advocated the band's.
participation in commencement and
other activities of public, nature on
campus. This and similar advice was
invaluable to the group.

Rupert A. Anderegg

In thi pa t school year Mr. An-
deregg organized and taught the first
cour e in general survey of civil engi-
neering, the purpose of which was to
help the graduate students in taking
Ohio State Board Exams for Civil
Engineering. All graduate students
agreed that the course was very help-
ful. By an odd coincidence, they
took the State Board Examination the
night before Mr. Anderegg died.

In 1944 the American Society for
Engineering Education held its con-
vention in Cincinnati. The conven-
tion was under the auspices of the
Univer ity of Cincinnati, and Mr.
Anderegg wa general chairman of
the entire affair. This was a tribute
to his great organizing ability and
efficiency. He had always been in
charge of such programs and quite
ably ran the entire convention.

Mr. Anderegg had always been
active in military affairs. He was
commissioned during the first World



Into.rthe Ran·g ..~
By JOSEPH V. FREIDEN1HEIM, A. E. 'SO

Since man vfirsr. learned - to ..sustain and jet cngines iagain increased the <;» Tail buffeting and vibrations are
himself infligllt;' much emphasis has top speed of airplanes. the first evidence that an airplane has
been laid on speed; .all- other factors This balancing' power and entered the compressibility range.
contributing, toithe modern design- of streamlining might-.liave continued This range is determined by what is
airplanes have 'been the result of the indefinitely had pilots, not found known as ,the Mach number, which iSI'

urge to fly: fasterthan sound. . themselves trying to penetrate a brick obtained by dividing the true speed of
1:1 the earlvpai-t '~{:'tn~"Twentieth ~all as they, neared sonic speeds. Ac- the plane by the speed of sound at the

Century, an tincrease din speed meant tually this '\vasa wall' of co~pressi- altitude at which the plane is flying;
nothing more than an increase in bility produced by air, piling up in it lies between .8 and 1.2. The speed
horsepower. By the mid-twenties, it front' of the plane instead of flowing of sound varies from 764tn~les per
was found that the use of .streamlin- over the surfaces: a, force so strong hour at sea level to 660. miles per
ing augmented the effect 'of. more tha't it caused planes: literally to ex- hour at 40,000 feet, above which alti-
-horsepower, and' planesisuch as the plode from vibrations. At speeds dur- tude it is constant.
Curtiss Hawk and -Berliner:' Joyce, ing vwliich compressibility is encoun- . Sh k W

h· ."." ' "d" 1·· , d 'h' oc avesw ich employed, less":external bracing tere", stream InI~g an ,orsepower , ., . ' . .
and more 'st 'C " 1·,. f . fl soar off a graph· however beyond At an JndI,cat,ed speed o,f 380, milesr am Ining 0 all",. ow ", " ',,, .
surfaces, were added to' our 'airforce.' this wall lies a promised land of super- per hour a~ 30,000 feet, the true all'
By the mid-thirtie the t ' . sonic speeds and low horsepower re- speed relative to the surface of the

.L , 1. 1 s, e. ex ra vwmg, -', h· 90· hourv sri .
t t ' d ..' ,1 ' d b quirements <, eart IS 5, miles per our, gIVIng-as ru s, an guy WIreswere rep ace . y. M' h b f 86 hi h . f. 11 b ' ac, num er a . , w IC IS ar
mterna y raced structure and flush Supersonic Problems . t thei o ibilit h

• ' _0, ' r- " ., In 0 e compreSSI 1 1 Y range; OW-
rivets, and. planes ~uch as, the/P-3.JThere are two'main problems, those ever, air is speeding over the curved'
were produced.vWith .th~ advent of of compressibility and power, which surfaces of the wing and tail at a still
the Second .World w:ar; it was found must be overcome if planes"are to fly faster rate, and at those places a
.that polished surfaces, thin wings, at supersonic speeds. shock; wave or wall of turbulence is
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The Bell XS-l is slated for speeds
up to 1,700 m.p.h, and altitudes of
80,000 feet.

Bell Aircraft

forming. The best way to describe a
shock wave is by its effect on a diving
plane. As speed increases, the load
on the tail increases and the pilot
must push forward on the stick to
keep the nose of the plane pain ted
down, When the speed is reached
at which the shock wave forms, a div-
ing moment, which causes the plane
to nose down, is produced on the
wings. The air passing through the
shock wave is separated from the
wing, resulting in a turbulent wake,
which c.auses an upload to the tail as
well as buffeting. To prevent further
nosing down, the pilot must pull back
on the stick, but the upload caused by
the shock wave has imparted the
effect of a shift of the center of
gravity forward, co making the plane
more stable in its dive. This increased
stability, which makes the plane want
to continue in a uniform motion,
forces the pilot to exert more force
on the stick to pull out of the dive
than would be required if no shock
wave had been formed. The pull-
out, measured in G's, is the force ex-
erted on the plane and its pilot in
changing their direction and over-
coming their own inertia and the
force of gravity, of the earth. The
force is dependent on the length of
time required for pullout, since a
rapid 'recovery from a dive will exert
the maximum force in a minimum of
time, while a slow recovery will pro-
duce less stress and strain but will act
for a longer time. Whereas it took
only six to eight pounds per G before
the formation of the wave, it now re-
quires sixty pounds per G, since the
upload has caused a greater moment
on the tail. At an altitude of 30,000
feet, recovery is impossible, but at
15,000 feet, the speed of sound has
increased, causing the Mach to de-
crease, and the shock wave has dis-
appeared. If the trim tabs on the
can trol surfaces are not ,in zero posi- .
tion, the plane 'may recover so vio-
lently that the stresses may cause the
plane to disintegra teo

Paper Requirements

If velocity and power were related
by a simple formula, increased speeds v

would merely be a matter of increas-
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ing the horsepower of the engine. At
500 miles per hour, which is 70% the
speed of sound, 1500 thrust horse-
power are required. If the speed of
the plane could be increased to 764
miles per hour, allowing drag to re-
main constant and neglecting the in-
creased Mach number, it would
require only 4500 horsepower, but the
added factors of compressibility and
drag incre.ase this figure to a required
45,000 horsepower. At twice the
speed of sound, if the curve continued
to rise at the same rate, it would re-
quire 103,000 horsepower to fly the
plane; however, the curve does not
spiral upward but starts to drop after
it passes. the speed of 764 miles per
hour. As a result, the air offers no

more opposition to the passage of the
plane at 1600 miles per hour than it
did at 600.
Of course, brute force could push

a plane through the wall, but there is
no fuel to give a practical range.
The Bell XS-l, which is structurally
strong enough to withstand the
poundings of shock waves, is supposed
to fly at a height of 80,000 feet at
speeds up to 1700 miles per hour.
Powered by four rocket units totaling
6000 pounds thrust, it burns 5000
pounds of liquid oxygen and ethyl
alcohol in two and one-half minutes.
Tested last summer at Muroc, Cali-
fornia, it attained a peed of 650
miles per hour on 1500 pounds of
thrust; the remaining 4500 pound of

Popular Mechanics
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thrust will be needed to break through
the wall of compressibility, but once
through the range, it will be able
to maintain a speed of 1700 miles
per hour on an output of less than
6000 pounds thrust.
Below the speed of sound, compu-

tations for air flow follow hydrody-
namic laws; the air flows around the
plane from the high pressure area in
front of the nose to a partial vacuum
or low pressure area behind the tail.
Above the speed of sound, the air is
split by the passage of the plane and
is compressed, expanding again to fill
in the void behind the plane. At the
border line, air cannot make up its
mind on how to act, so it tries to fol-
low both ideas, producing buffeting.

Possible Solutions
In terms of present airplanes, one

thinks of large can trol surfaces, but
at high speeds the shock wave liter-
ally stands on the wing blanketing the
control surfaces. The possible solu-
tion seems to lie in thin wings; jets
instead of ailerons; and spoilers, which
are controls set flush near the lead-
ing edge of both wing panels. Oper-
ated individually, they increase drag
when open causing the wing to drop
and sending the plane into a turn.
The wing must essentially be a

long, narrow, swept-back, low drag
wing, which diverts air as little as
possible. Ducts extending from lead-
ing to trailing edge inside the wing
will produce the effect of a thin knife-
Eke section of very low drag.
At Aberdeen Proving Ground, the

Army Ordnance Department has a
supersonic wind tunnel which demon-
strates the effects of speed on a plane.
At sonic speeds a curved line can be
seen flowing along the model. As the
speed increases, the shock wave bends
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Joseph V. Freidenheim started
his college career at U. C. after
araduating from Walnut Hills
High School in 1942. After al-
most three years in the Army Air
Force) he is now back a a regu-
lar day student in Aeronautical
Engineering. He is a member of
Pi Lambda Phi Fraternity and
Phi Eta igma, the freshman
honorary.

more closely to the plane and turbu-
lence ceases. Even at supersonic
speeds the shock wave clings to the
nose of the plane.
In the attempts to use wind tunnels

to test model planes, it was found that
no matter how much power was
poured into the huge fans, the speed
of the air would not increase above
the sonic speed. Instead of a smooth
flow of air, blocks of air and turbu-
lence, and destructive vibrations were
encountered, proving conclusively that
a propeller would never be able to
pull a plane through the compressi-
bili ty range. Jet or rocket engines
·seem to be the only solution.

The ordinary jet engine, which re-
quires a plentiful supply of oxygen,
will work well for low altitudes, but
at altitudes above 40,000 feet, the

-DR-AG

efficiency begins to drop. The rocket-
powered plane, which carries its own
fuel and does not depend on an ex-
ternal supply of air, will work well
when man ventures far out into space;
however, the fuel consumption rate
of the rocket engine is so great that
it is at present impossible to build an
airplane capable of sustaining flight
for any great length of time.
The Ramjet appears to be the most

suitable enigen to defeat the high
fuel rates of supersonic flight at me-
dium altitudes. The one bad feature
of this type of engine is that air must
be flowing through it before it can be
started, but once it has been set in
motion it works exceedingly well. A
proposed plan would equip a plane
with a small standard jet which
would be turned off as soon .as the
plane reached a speed of 200 miles
per hour. The Ramjet has no moving
parts, relying on air pressure alone for
its operation; the complete cycle of
intake and compression, combustion
and expansion is applied to air mov-
ing continuously through it with no
interruptions. The Navy's "Flying
Stove Pipe," although weighing only
70 pounds, delivers 2,200 horsepower
at speeds ranging from 800 to 1500
miles per hour.
A short time ago, projectiles were

the only objects that seemed capable
of crossing the barrier of sound safely.
At this moment pilots are challenging
this record. Man is at the threshold of
a new era in speed; soon he will be
flying into the supersonic range.

~g~~s- SUPER- SONlC5UB- SON \C
MACH 0 4
NUMBER •I ISPEED 0 300
'NMP~ .

.8 1.2 1.6
I I ~

600 900 1200

Drag zooms in the trans-sonic range, a barrier of compressability to the promised
land of supersonic speeds.
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COOKING W"ITH RADAR

Do you like three micro-
second eggs or would you
prefer them hordboiled? That
takes six micro-seconds, or
perhaps you don't mind wait-
ing and we'll have them
hatched for you and roast
the chickens in ten.

In spite of all comments to the con-
trary, the period we are now enter-
ing should be the most interesting yet,
and I for one would not mis it for
the world. The epic struggle between
technocracy and bureaucracy is now
entering the "battle of the century"
stage, and both sides are entrenching
all along the line. ha t bring this
to our attention at the moment i the
fact that Army radar research has
forced the Federal 'Communications
Commission to make the first move.
(As most of you know, the commis-
sion's prime function is the allocation
and monitoring of all radio bands.)

Frequency at Large
"Know ye all men by these here

present, the frequency of 2950 mega-
cycles is now open." As long a you
can stabilize on that frequency (no
tolerance is given), you can do what-
ever you please. The commission's
hand was forced by that marvel of
the scientific era, the radar range.
Rather than license each unit, a situ-
ation which would have created even
.more red tape than the 'O.P.A., it was
decided to release the frequency to
the world at large.

Steak Inside Out
The range itself is one of those

wonderful devices that will do every-
thing but your math. (Duz should be
able to do that.) It will cook a teak
in fifteen seconds, and cook it from
the inside out. The two facts combine
to produce a much more tender teak.
It must have been wonderful to have
been an engineer engaged in this par-
ticular phase of the development.
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By A. GARFINKEL, E. E. '47

However, having completed Ec. 51
and 52, and having passed through
the rationing of the last war, I can
envision a much brighter future in
store for anyone who can produce the
steak to be cooked. The cows seem
to have a monopoly on that.

Race of the Eddy Currents
The principle of induction heating

had been known for some time, but it
remained for the war-developed mag-
netron oscillator to provide the needed
power at a high enough frequency.
The magnetron oscillator was used as
the outpu t oscillator on all of the
high-frequency radar used in the war,
and thus the name "Radar' Range."
These high frequencies will induce
currents known as eddy currents in
any conductor placed in their path.
The better a conductor the material
is, the greater the eddy currents in-
duced in it. Since these currents have
no place to go, they just race around
and burn themselves out in the con-
ductor. This action generates a good
deal of heat in the conductor. The
fact that the heat produced in ama-
terial is proportional to its ability to
conduct electricity gives rise to some
interesting conditions, one of which
has been made into a big selling point
in the advertising brochure which is
now being circulated. It is fairly ob-
vious that a juicy hot dog is a better
conductor than a dry roll. I tis,
therefore, possible to place a "dog-
in-a-bun'" inside a range, give it a'
ten-second burst of thi ultra-high
frequency energy, and remove the
combination with the dog piping hot
and the bun warm, but cool enough
to hold. This is all designed to work
on a dime-in-the-slot machine. It
could even be combined with the
jack-pot idea by making one bun in
every fifty with a steak inside of it
instead of a hot dog.
The possibilities for further work

are, like Steve Canyon's horizons, un-
limited. Say, for example, we found
that the bun was getting too hot with
respect to the dog, or that the dog

itself was burning while the bun re-
mained cool and unappetizing. Further
research would obviously be called
for. If the dog was burning the an-
swer would be to break up the eddy
currents being induced in it, and since
this same problem arises in almost all
electrical work, the procedure' is
fairly standard. In most work, instead
of using a solid iron magnetic path in
places where eddy currents will be
induced, powdered iron is used to
break up the path that the eddy cur-
rent can travel. The eddy currents in-
duced in a powdered iron coil core
are very low compared to those in-
duced in a solid iron core. We can
thus imagine a home ec. and an en-
gineer getting together some day and
producing the world's first powdered
hot dog, guaranteed not to burn in a
radar range. This might even be done
?y alloying the dog with powdered
Iron. Unappealing as this may seem
to most of you, many of the married
students would never know the -dif-
ference. Another method of reducing
eddy currents is to use a laminated
core in place of a solid one. Here is
anot?er op~ortunity for the up-and-
comIng engineer, producing the first
laminated hot dog, which will prob-
ably resemble a Tootsie Roll more
than it would a hot dog.

Radio Menu
Frankly, it is doubtful that the

radar range will ever become popu-
lar for home use. Relatives, prepared
with special receivers set at 29.50
megacycles, could lie in wait a block
or so from your house and as soon as
they picked up the signal which
means that your meal is being cooked,
sort of "accidentally" drop in on you.
Do not be surprised, however, if you
soon are introduced to the electronic
marvel of the age, the radar "range.
The article on this page is re-

printed from the DREXEL TECHNI-
CAL JOURNAL. It is the belief of
the editors that reprints from other
engineering college magazines
from time to time will help pro-
mote inter-university understand-
ing and friendship.
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Tablet Burning Torch
Light or delicate work in soft or

silver soldering, brazing, annealing,
application of local heat, can be han-
dled by this new Super Jet torch. It
employs a chemical tablet known as

NEW PRODVCTS
Axial Air Gap Motor

'The stator and ball bearing rotor
mount side by side with a flat air gap'
between them in this type-QZA mo-
tor, rather than with a cylindrical air
gap and the rotor inside the stator.
The arrangemen t results in an assem-
bly' essentially for flange mounting,
that is about one-half as long in axial
direction, about 30 per cent lighter
and 1 to 2 inches greater in diameter
than the conventional squirrel-cage
motor of equivalent rating and cur-
rent characteristics.
The design has appreciable fly-

wheel effect due to the rotor design
and diameter, an advantage in drives
involving peak loading for short in-
tervals. It is not recommended for
drives involving sudden motor stop-
ping, starting, and reversal. The mo-
tor is ventilated by a fan on the rotor
but is inherently cool running. The
parts are accessible for inspection and
maintenance. Three frame designs
provide for rigid horizontal and ver-
tical mounting and for pivot mount-
ing in which the motor swings for
take-up as in a belt drive.
The stator frame, through which

the drive shaft projects, serves also as
the mounting flange for the motor,

By LOUIS P'AT LITA, ME. '48

and carries a cylindrical central ex-
tension that internally supports the
single-row ball bearing for the rotor
and rear end of the shaft on which
the rotor is secured. The front double-
row ball bearing takes radial load and
also the motor's magnetic thrust. It
is mounted in a bore in the center of
the stator frame, and is sufficiently
large so thrust load is not an appre-
ciable factor. Thus the outer housing
functions as an enclosure only for the
internal assembly.
.Operation can .be in any position,

the only difference between horizontal
and vertical designs being in the pro-
tecting end cover. The pivot-mounted
motor can be applied without its
angle-type base directly on a machine
when provision is made for the sup-
port and position-securing bolts. Lu-
brica tion is through protected pas-
sages to the bearing enclosures.
A one-horsepower, 1,800 rpm mo-

tor weighs 41 pounds, measures .6ya
inches axially, not counting the shaft
extension, and is 10% inches in great-
est diameter. A 10 hp unit weighs
178 pounds and measures 9~'16 by 16%
inches.
Courtesy: FAIRBANKS, MORSE &

CO., 606 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago
5, Ill.
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Comparison of old type motor with the new axial air gap design.

Light-weight torch uses tablets shown
for fuel.

Super Fuel which is ignited with a
flame and burns for about 10 minutes
unles it is extinguished sooner for use
at another time. The flame from the
tablet i directed into a pointed shape
a shown in the illustration by blow-
ing into the open end of a plastic
tube attached at the base of the han-
dle. The air is directed through a
minute opening in a nozzle beside the
fuel tablet.
The tablets will not evaporate.

They burn without smoking, spilling,
or forming carbon. ThGY snap into
place in the holding cup on. ~he torch.
The chemical i not explosive, Two
tablets are shown beside the torch.
Courtesy: BIRK MFG. CO., 550-54

Hill treet, East Hartford 8, Conn.

Diatomaceous E,arth Filter
The installation shown in the illus-

tration is typical of equipment devel-
oped during the war to employ diat-
omaceous earth in mechanical filtra-
tion I of. water to remove all amoebic
cysts and many bacteria from drink-
ing water. The equipment is avail-
able now for comparatively small in-
stallations in water treatment and
process application.
Diatomaceous earth is the residue

left when diatoms die. Diatoms are
microscopic single-celled plants which

COOPERATIV~ EN.GINEER



concentra tion of each alloying ele-
ment and the residual constituents.
Courtesy: BAIRD ASSOICIATES, 34

University Road, Cambridge 38, Mass.

Filter units using diatomaceous earth.
Spectrometer equipment analyzes up to 8 elements

in a metal alloy.

are characterized by Jhe secretions of
a silicious frustule, or shell, which en-
closes the living cell. Upon death it
sinks to the bottom of the ocean
where the organic content decom-
,poses, leaving only the resistant sili-
cious valves. During a period of some
33,000 years this diatomaceous sedi-
ment was building up at the bottom
of the sheltered bays until it eventu-
ally reached a thickness of about 1400
feet. Due to the continen tal rise
much of this deposit is now above
sea level.
The two filter units shown have

stainless steel housings measuring
2112 inches in diameter by 5614
inches in height. They employ filter
elements made up of a stainless steel
band wound on cylinders to provide
flow spacing of about .001 inch be-
tween adjacent bands. The diatoma-
ceous earth is introduced in a slurry
to, build upon the bands as the fi1ter-
ing med'ium. Total filter area of this
unit is 28.2 square teet.
Courtesy: PROPORTIONEERS INC.,

56 Codding Street, Providence 1, R. 1.

Flame Cutting Circle

Circles are cut easily with this flame
cutting machine.

This new circle-cutting machine
mounts on a semi-circular base in-
cludes an uprigh t and 'a horizontal
arm from which a" otatirig pindle
faces downward. The pindle carrie'"'
a centering rod to position . the ma-
chine on a steel plate .at a .giv~n,cen-
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ter point. It also carries an arm from
which the cutting torch is positioned.
The torch can be placed to cut any
diameter to 40 inches in the standard
assembly. It can be positioned ver-
tically or at an angle with the work
surface for bevel cutting. Maximum
plate thickness that can be cut with a
standard torch is 12 inches.
The horizontal arm carrying the

spindle also encloses an oil reservoir,
a piston and cylinder, a speed-control
valve and a rotating spring. The
spring is wound by rotating the spin-
dle in reverse direction by hand
through 1Y3 turns. This movement
serves also to draw oil from the reser-
voir into the cylinder as the piston re-
tracts. The oil can return to the res-
ervoir only through the speed-control
valve which is opened to start rota-
tion forward for a cut and adjusted
to the desired cutting speed. The as-
sembly weighs 90 pounds.
ICourtesy: OHMSTEDE MACHINE

WORKS, 895-99 North Main Street,
Beaumont, Texas.

Spectrometer Analysis
Analytical results can be obtained

with acceptable deviations in simul-
taneous determination of a number of
elements, to a maximum of 8, in a
metal alloy with this new electronic
equipment. Actual operation' for a
test requires 20 to 30 seconds which
is followed by a 10-second recording
interval to obtain the required read-
ings. Photographic equipment is not
required. Readings are taken from
recording dials.
Operation is based upon spectral

analysis of the light from' a spark
passing between two electrodes of a
sample of the alloy to be analyzed.
Individ ual 'spectral lines are meas-
ured by' electron multiplier photo-
tubes, the output current from each
tube charging a capacitor which dis-
charges' at the proper time into a
meter reading directly the percentage

Fuel Oil Atomizer
The two nozzles in the illustration

were photographed at ..0001 second
exposure while operating under a fuel
pressure of 5 psi. The unit to the left
is a standard spray nozzle which is
shown dribbling under low feed. The
unit to the right is a new experimental
unit developed in the company's re-
search laboratories in connection with
gas-turbine ,combusion work. It pro-
duces atomized particles of No.6 fuel
oil about ten times smaller than those
produced by the other nozzle. This is
accomplished by a small flow of rela-
tively low-pressure air at about 1 cu.
ft. per minute that enters through six
openings set at an angle with the
nozzle axis. Whirling motion of this
air assists in atomizing the oil into
droplet approximately the size of fog
particle.
Co ur t e y: WESTINGHOUSE ELEC-

TRI ORP., 306 Fourth venue Box
1017, Pittsburgh 30, Pa. '

New nozzle atomizes oil into
fog-like ·particles.
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With this issue> the CO OPERA-
I~IVE ENGINEER inaugurates a
new policy. Instead of. trying to men-
tion a number of graduates with just
a few words about each> we shall
feature sketches of a relatively small
number.

ROBERT G. SARVIS

Robert G. Sarvis has a record of
achievement not attained by many.
After graduating from Hartwell High
School, he entered the civil engineer-
ing course at D'C. His first co-op job
was with the Reno-Runck Construc-
tion Co. as a concrete laborer at the
munificent wage of 15 cents per hour.
This was part of a diversified job ex-
perience which involved his serving
as laborer in railroad track gang, rod-
man on survey crew, assistant labor
foreman, superintendent of construc-
tion on building work, engineering
and layout man on building. construe-
tion, extra-gang foreman on railroad,

Director of Public Works.

1,8

and assistant engineer on street rail-
way.

Sarvis was one of the few men to
win four letters on the Varsity foot-
ball team. In 1918 he won welter,
middle, and heavy-weight boxing
championships. Other school activi-
ties included Junior Class Presidency
in 1921, membership in Student
Council, Engineering Tribunal, Ath-
letic Council, and Men's Vigilance
Council. 'Organizations in which he
is still active are Sigma Sigma, Ulex,
Cincinnatus, ODK, and Theta ,Chi.
This past June he finished a two-
year tenure as president of the DC
Alumni Association, a group in which
he has been actively interested for the
past 25 years.

After graduating, he was employed
by the 'Cincinnati Concrete Co. as a
construction superintendent in charge
of their work for the Pennsylvania
Railroad Co. In Feb., 1924, he en-
tered into partnership with Mr. Ron-
ald McCune, another graduate of DC.
They opera ted as general can tractors.
In 1936 he was employed by the
Fisher-DeVore Construction Co. to
lower Carson Field and increase the
seating capacity of Nippert Stadium.
From 1933 to 1941, except for the
time with Fisher-DeVore, he was con-

.nected with several Federal Works
Agencies as area engineer to super-
vise a large number of projects involv-
ing construction of parks, playfields,
buildings, and streets. In 1941 he was
employed by the late Houston Coates
as deputy county engineer. His duties
consisted in supervising the construc-
tion and maintenance of roads in the
western part of Hamilton County and'
the handling of all traffic and safety
problems. From Feb., 1944, to the
present writing, he has been employed
by the City of Cincinnati as the Di-
rector of Public Works.

Roy F. THURSTON

Roy F. Thurston found his various
co-op jobs a great aid in his future
work. His assignments included dig-
ging ditches for the Cincinnati Gas
and Electric Co., working on the Ca-
rew Tower as rodman, surveying in
Covington, Ky., tracing with the Ken-
tucky State Highway Office, and fin-
ally three years with the Park Board
as junior engineer. He received his
civil engineering degree in 1934.

D nable to 'find a suitable civilian
job, he accepted active duty in the
Army as 2nd Lt. He was stationed at
a C.C.C. camp in Murry, Ky., and
picked up a good bit of administra-
tive know-how. In November, 1935,
he accepted an offer to become chief
of party on the topographic survey
for the Greenhills housing project.
When this job was finished, he re-
ceived an appointment with P.W.A.
as assistant resident engineer inspec-

( Contin.ued on page 20)

With U. S. Geological Survey.
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BELL TELEPHO E SYSTEM

.a TELEPHONE engineer
Here e see his tools-

His head
And his hands.
He rna ha e emphasized electronics or mechanics
Or some other of the many engineering specialties,

But, more important,
He knows his mathematics and science.
He ha the engineer's viewpoint and approach-

The ability to see things through.
He's a lot of engineers rolled into one.

He"s happy in his work
And his future looks good.
He's a telephone engineer.
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,ALUMNI
, i Continue d from page 18)

tor. When P.W.A. was dissolved, the
W·f.A. offered him the position of
Kentucky state supervisor on a prop-
erty identification and mapping proj-
ect. A year later this project received
high praise as the best technical W.P.
A. proj ect in: the eastern U. S.
On May 23, 1941, he was caned to

active .duty with the Army in what
is now called the Army Map Service.
His experience was the basis for .him
to ,be appointed photogrammetric
specialist. As work at this time was
rather slow, he took an interest in
various phases of planning and pro-
duction control. As a result of work
done to this end, he was made pro-
duction control officer; along with
control functions he inherited plan-
.ning for domestic mapping. Later, he
was assigned to a unit which became
the topographic branch of General
Bradley's 12th Army Group. He as-
isted in the planning of map supply
and production for Operation Over-
lord, the invasion of the Cherbourg
peninsula. After the fall of Paris, he
was' assigned to the Service Geog-
raphique, the Army Map Service of
France. He planned and supervised
the revision of the German 1: 25,000
topographic maps. For this he re-
ceived the Bronze Star. In Feb., 1946,
on release from active duty as a Lt. '
Col." he reported to Washington for
assignment to the U.S. Geological
Survey to set up a production-control
section.

NOTES: New president of the
Finishes Division of Inter-Chemical
Corp., New York City, is J. G. MOR-
RIS, M.E. s1.7. KARL R.' HALLER,
M.E. ~23, was appointed production
planning manager of the American
Type Founders, Inc., Elizabeth, N. J.
The Naval Ordnance Development
Award was presented to WINSTON
E. KOCK, E.E. '32, and M.S. ~33 for
his work in developing radar anten-
nae. He is employed by the Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories of New Jersey.
ROBERT C. LEWIS, C.E. '32, 'has
been appointed installation manager
in the Domestic Sales division of R.
G. Le'I'ourneau, Inc., Peoria, Ill.
New chief engineer of Trans World
Airlines is LOUIS R. KOEPNICK,
A.E. ~33.

(Continued on page 30)
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Handling the hi'gh temperatures u~ed

by modern industry is a tough job

- it requires materials with rugged

physical and' thermal properties.

Norton has such materials in Alundum

and Crystolon abrasives. Their creation

in electric furnaces ot temperatures of

3700° and .4000° Fahr~nheit gives them

valuable refractory properties as well

as abrasive qualities. And supplement.

ing these two materials there are several

Norton electric furnace products which

are produced especialJy for their unique

refractory properties.

These various refractory materials are

put to effective use in Norton cements,

tubes, bricks, plates, tifes and other
shapes for

METAL MELTING FURNACES

HEAT TREATING FURNACES

ENAMELING FURNACES

CERAMIC KILNS

BOILER FIREBOXES

GAS GENERATORS

CHEMICAL PROCESSES

There's also a line of Alundum refrac-

tory laboratory ware such as crucibles,

cones, dishes, discs, thimbles and com-

bustion boats for ignition, incineration

and filtration.

NORTON COMPANY
WORCESTER 6, MASS.
(80H.MANNING, TROY, NEW YORI(

IS A NORTON DIVISION)



Ult~asensitive RCA Television camera tube cuts studio light requirements 900;0

Television linds d,ttmtl in the dtl.!,k
- with new RCAstudio ettme'll

Now television becomes even more
exciting as lights are dimmed, and
the camera reaches deep inside stu-
dio shadows to capture action as dra-
matic .as any on stage or screen .. ' .

A new studio television camera-
developed by RCA scientists and en-
gineers~'I).eeds only l/lOth the usual
amount of light.

The super-sensitive eye of the new
camera-is .an.improved Image Orthi-
con Tube ... of r the type once used
only outdoors, With it, studio broad-
casts are slla'rp~r,. clearer-s-and since

OCTOBER, 1947

so little illumination is needed, heat
in the studio is sharply reduced. No
more .blazing lights!

Such improvements come regu-
larly from research at RCA Labora-
tories, and apply to all branches of
radio, television; electronics, and re':
cordin.g .. These;' improvements are
part of any product bearing the name
RC·A or RCA Victor.

. .
When in Radio City, New York, be sure to see the
radio and electronic wonders at' RCA Exhibition
Hall, 36 West 49th' St. Free admission. Radio
Corporation: of 'America, RCA -Building, Radio
Citu, New York 20.

Continue your education
with pay - at RCA

Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA
Victor-one of the world's foremost manu-
facturers of radio and electronic products
-offers you opportunity to gain valuable,
well-rounded training and experience at
a good salary with opportunities for ad-
vancement. Here are only five of the many
projects which offer unusual promise:
• Development and design of radio re-
ceivers (including broadcast, short wave
and FM circuits, television, and phono-
graph combinations).
e Advanced development and design of
AM and FM broadcast transmitters, R-F
induction heating, mobile communications
equipment, relay systems.
• Design of component parts such as
coils, loudspeakers, capacitors.

Development and design of new re-
cording and reproducing methods.

Design of receiving, ppwer,. cathode
ray, gas and photo tubes.
Write today to Natiosai Recruiting Divi-
sion, RCA Victor, Camden, New Jersey.
Also many opportunities for Mechanical
and Chemical Engineers and Physicists.

RADIO CORPORATION 0'AMERICA
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The world began to enjoy the

fruits of inventive genius when ma-
chine tools were developed that
would work in metal in the same
way that a .cnrpenter's tools work
in wood, With machine tools for
turning, drilling, planing, grinding,
and milling-the "Five Basic Arts"
of removing metal-there dawned
the machine age, providing me-
chanical conveniences in quantities
never dreamed of in the age of
hand tools.

(The COOPERATIVE E GI EER
presents the first three in a series of
stories which describe ten inuent ors
and their work that led directly to the
I ndustrial Revolution.)

EDMUND CARTWRIGHT

Back in 1784 cloth was woven by
hand in private homes. Usually ev-
eryone in the family worked at it,
hunched over their looms day and
night. The work was slow and there
was never enough cloth. This scarcity
made cloth so expensive few people
could afford more than one suit or
dress at a time.

One night Dr. Edmund Cartwright
was having dinner with a group of
textile men from Manchester, Eng-
·land. They talked about the spinning
"Jenny," an invention that turned
out thread so fast hand weaving could
not keep up with it.

Dr. Cartwright believed it possible
to weave cloth by machinery. His

. friends laughed at him. They said
weaving was too complicated for that.

22

Dr. Cartwright, who was born in
1743 in Nottinghamshire, had trained
for the ministry, had written poetry
and articles for magazines, but had
never invented anything. The skepti-
cism of the textile men was a chal-
lenge.

He concentrated day and night on
weaving with machinery. As he paced
to and fro in his home, muttering to
himself and throwing his arms from
side to side, his children would watch
him and whisper: "Father is think-
ing of weaving. Now he's throwing
the shuttle."

Dr. Cartwright always did a great
deal to make life easier and better for
those around him.. He had studied
medicine just to help the poor in his
parish. He was loved by everyone,
and his efforts to invent a weaving
machine were followed with keen in-
terest by all who knew him.
It took him six years to create a

power loom that worked. In 1790 he
built" a weaving factory of 500 looms
in Manchester. Almost overnight the
high regard people held for Dr. Cart-
wrigh t turned to resentmen t.

Hand weavers saw in his machine
a threat to their livelihood. They were
afraid they would lose their jobs. An
angry mob surrounded the factory.
They fought for two days, killing two
men and wounding rnany others.

A model of the first power loom invented
by Cartwright after six years of effort.

They' finally burned down the mill
and smashed the looms.

Yet the power looms brought
wealth and prosperity. Cloth was
more abundant. As weaving machin-
ery improved, wages, hours, and
working conditions improved.

In the United States in 1870, one
out of every 152 persons worked in
the textile industry; one out of 60 in
1940, an increase of 250 per cent.

ELIAS HOWE, JR.

THAT" MADE HISTORY

Each new invention speeds up a
process and calls for another inven-
tion.

When improvements in weaving
machinery made cloth plentiful, 'peo-
pIe in Cambridge, Mass., in 1839, be-
g'an to wonder if hand sewing could
keep up with the growing population's
demand for a' second and third dress
or suit.

One day a visitor in a machine shop
made the remark: "Some day some-
one is going to invent a sewing ma-
chine and make a fortune." .

Curly-headed Elias Howe, a ma-
chinist, overheard this prophecy. It
haunted him for several years. One
day he decided that he, his wife, and
three children weren't getting any-
where on his nine dollars a week and
he went to work on the invention.

The only machine in use at the
time made a chain stitch that pulled
out easily and was good only for
basting.

(Continued on page 25)
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No,this picture isn't faked. It shows
white-hot molten metal being pour-

ed into a little glass dish resting on ice.
This is Corning's HVycor" brand 96%
silica glass, a result of the first really new
glassmaking process in over 2000 years.
It can withstand sudden extremes of
hot and cold without breaking, and tern-
pcrarures up to 2000° F. without melt-
ing. It is one of the hardest, most acid-
r e s ist a n t, and e Ie ct r ica l Iy-res istan t
glasses known. And it has already open~
ed up new fields in many industries.
Now it is ready to go to work to make
cooking easier, cleaner, and safer for
minions of women ... as a burner plate
on a modern gas range, soon to be
announced. The smooth glass plates will

distribute heat more evenly and give
firm support to even smallest utensils ..
And they will keep spilled food from
clogging burners.
Corning began its earch for heat-resis-
tant glasses years ago when it was asked
by railroads to supply a glass for brake-
men's lanterns that wouldn't shatter
when a gust of cold rain hit it, This was
the forerunner of the famous Pyrex brand
glasses which have since found their way
into thousands of industries in such di-
verse form as glass piping, laboratory
ware, and ex-ray tubes, and into millions
of homes as Pyrex Ovenware and (
Flameware cooking utensils. .
Corning not only knows glass, but .'
knows how to make it work. It has

the finest glass research organization and
the finest group of skilled workers in the
world ... a hard-to-bear combination that
will be at your service whatever career
you choose. In the meantime, learn all
you can about glass and if we can help
answer any questions, call on us. Corning
Glass Works, Corning, N. Y.

, ORNING
--means--
Research in Glass

MAKERS OF PYREX OVENWARE AND FLAMEWARE AND 37,000 OTHER GLASS PRODUCTS
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- this is No. 5's stated
performance on grinding
drum shafts - one of the
most vital parts of a pre-
cision bombsight - pro-
duced in lots of 2000.

SUCH ACCURACY - CONSISTENTLY REPEATED-
SPEEDS SMALL PARTS
PRECISION GRINDING

* -
No. 5 Plain Grind-
ing Machine - made
in two sizes - 3"x12"
or 3"xI8". Work
speeds and table
speeds are designed
for diameters up to
about 1".

Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co.
Providence 1, R. I., U. S. A•.

Sold nationally through electrical wholesalers

LIST OF ADVERTISERS
No MinilDum Balance
~hecking Accounts
In order to assist the depositors of this
Bank w.ho issue a few checks each month,
we are prepared to furnish them with a
book of twenty (20) checks at a cost of
$1.50.

Depositors using these checks will not be
subject to any further service charge for
the issuance of checks.

This will eliminate a service charge on
balances under $100.00.

Ask For a Check Book !

THE

WESTERN BANK & TRUST
COMPANY

CLIFTON HEIGHTS OFFICE:

Clifton Avenue and McMillan Street
Cincinnati, Ohio

Member: Federal Reserve System
Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
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(Continued [rom page 22)

Faster than five hand s'ewers was the
first sewing machine invented in 1845 by

Elias Howe.
In Howe's mind a lock-stitch ma-

chine took shape, one in which a
needle would carry a thread through
the cloth, catch the thread on the
other side, and lock it.

In May, 1845, Howe finished his
machine and sewed two woolen suits
on it. Then he invited several tailors
to try it, but they refused.

"If it is put to use, we'll be beg-
gars," they objected.

Howe set up a shop and advertised
that he would sew seams. The little
machine, contained in a box one and
one-half cubic feet in volume, sewed
250 stitches a minute, and was an
easy winner in a contest with five
fast hand workers, but no one wanted
to buy it. Manufacturers feared it
would be "dangerous to make a
change."

Another difficulty arose. Workers
in clothing shops organized to pre-
vent the introduction of the machine.
They staged the famous "sewing ma-
chine riots," breaking into factories
and smashing the machines. They
said the machines "took the bread
from the mouths of the poor."

In addition to clothing made on 20 million
machines in American homes, modern
sewing machines give employment to two

million people in the needle trades.
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To prove how far wrong those
early rioters were: The sewing ma-
chine has made it possible for the av-
erage woman in this country to buy
four or more new dresses each year
in addition to the clothing made in
home on some 20 million sewing'ma-
chines from 69 million pattern. In
1944 it gave employment to nearly
two million Americans making cloth-
ing, hats, bags, unholstering, draper-
ies, and other products.

If Howe could visit one of our
modern clothing plants today, he'd
be a tonished at the speed and effi-
ciency his machine has acquired. He
would see 2 to 36 needles running
at once, making rows of cording, tuck-
ing, shirring, basting, felling, and em-
broidery, making stitches up to 5,000
a minute.

He'd see wonderful circular, cylin-
drical, and other odd-shaped attach-
m nt for sewing sleeves, trouser leg,
hat, bag, and shoes; buttonhole ma-
chine that cut hole, work edges,
tack end, and trim the threads from
a Juany a 6 000 buttonhole a da .

ELI WHITNEY

Eli Whitney was born on a farm in
Worchester, Mass., in 1765. He began
to show signs of genius in mechanical
things when very young. When he
was only 12 he made .a violin. People
liked his workmanship so well they
brought their violins to him to be re-
paired. At 14 he set up a shop for
making nails and made it pay.

After attending Yale University,
Eli made a trip to the South. By that
time, spinning and weaving machin-
ery had been introduced and with it
came an increased demand for raw
cotton. Hand labor was able to re-
move the seed from only a few pounds
of cotton a day.

Eli's genius for invention was be-
coming known and the wife of a

Eli Whitney's famous cotton gin made
. cotton cloth ,plentiful and cherrp, greatly

increasing its uses.

planter said to him, "Why don't you
invent a machine to separate seed
from cotton?"

Two weeks later, Eli's machine was
ready. The Southerners immediately
began calling it "gin"-which is short
for engine. It was capable of doing
the work of 50 slaves.
, Before Whitney's invention, the
United States exported a meager
138,000 pounds of cotton a year. In
1800, we produced 35 million pounds
and exported 18 million.

But before Whitney could get his
machine patented someone broke into
his shop and carried it away. Soon
the "gin" was operating all over the
Cotton Belt. Others made millions
from his invention and he lost every-
thing he had in lawsuits.

Never wholly discouraged, Whitney
in 1798 secured the help of Thomas
Jefferson in getting a contract to make
10,000 muskets for the United States.

Up to that time, muskets were
made by hand and the parts of one
never matched the parts of another.

(Continued on page 26)

MEN AND MACHINES

A grinder refinishing an aircraft engine
master rod.
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The Thermoid line is a quality line.
Remember Thermoid for BRAKE
LININGS, FAN BELTS, CLUTCH
FACINGS and RADIATOR HOSE.
Remember, too, that Thermoid makes
a complete line of belting, brake lin-

ings and hose for industrial
and oil field use.

thermoiil

Write us if catalogs on any of
, these lines would be useful to
Y011 in your engineering studies .•••••

MEN THAT MADE
H STO,RY

(Continued on page 25)

Whitney believed that parts could be
made so nearly alike, they would fit
any gun in the ten thousand. Experts
laughed at him.
Nevertheless, he built a factory near

New Haven, Connecticut, using a
waterfall for power. Machine tools
accurate enough to turn out identical
p.arts had not yet been .inventcd. De-
signing and building these took a lot
of time.: The government grew im-
patient.
Finally, two years later, Whitney

appeared at the Capitol. He opened
several boxes and placed ten gun bar-
. rels, ten triggers, ten tocks, ,and so on,
in separate piles.
"Now," he told the expert, "pick

any piece from any of these piles and
lay them together."
This was done.. Whitney quickly as-

sembled the parts into complete mus-
kets. The scoffers were amazed, but
convinced.
From that day on, machine tools

have been designed to perform ex-
tremely accurate work, and Whitney's
system of interchangeable parts has
become the basis of all mass produc-
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tion. This system makes it possible to
manufacture all sorts of mechanical
devices at a price within reach of
everyone.
For example, it would cost close to

$20,000 to make one automobile by
hand. At such a price not many peo-
ple could afford to buy cars. This in
turn 'would mean that many millions
of people would not have jobs making,

selling and servicing, them.
Mass production makes it possible

for this country to. produce 70 per
cent of .all the automobiles in the
world, although our population. is
only 6 per cent of that of the world.
We also have 52 per cent of 'the

world's telephones, 44 per cent of the
world's radios and 30 per cent of the
world's railroads.

A NAME TO REMEMBER

, A modern power loom, capable of producing infinite varieties of patterns and weaves.

COOPERATIVE ENGINEER

And for good reasons: Thermoid is
geared to meet the day to day prob-
lems of the users of its products. By
limiting itself to a restricted number

~~f items, related in manufacture and
~use, Thermoid is able to keep abreast
r of difficulties encountered in thte field
(

and thus constantly maintain top
quality.



HEATING A PIECE 01=METAL ~_
BY OPEN FLAME, BLOW-lVRCH . ~. . ,~'

OR FURNACE IS RELATIVE~YSLOW-· 11'1:1 •.
APTTO LEAVE SCALE#O.ITS HARDlD
HEAT ONE SPECIFIC AREA WITHOUT HEATING THE WHOLE PIEC£.

~ HEAT BY INDUCTION SEEMED.
LIKE T-HE ANSWER. SCIENCE HAD ALREADY
DISCOVERED THAT METALS HEAT RAPIDLV
WHEN INTRODUCED INTO A HIGH FREQUENC~
f1IGH DENSITY MAGNEr/C FIELD!

~~~~G~~~
~ ~ ALLIS-CHALMERS SeIENTtSTS-.->

AMAZING P~OOUCTlON TOOL RECTIFIES ORDINARY 60-
CYCLE CURRENT mEN STEPS IT UP TO 45QOOO CYCLES.
A MAGNETIC FIELD OF HIGH' DENSITY IS' SET UP IN WORK

COIL AND WHEN METAL IS INTRODUCED INTO THIS F'EL~

PASSAGE OF CURRENr CAUSES POWER LOSSES WHICH PRO-
DUCE HEAT WITHIN mE METAL WITH INCREDIBLE SWIFTNESS.

EIG BENEFITS,· COMPLETE, SELECTIVE CONTROL

OF HEAT PENETRATION ••• EXAar UNIFORMITY •••

GREATLY INCREASED PRODuer'ON!

I j ·

SIMPIEAS
& PLAce METAL. IN WORK C.OIL •••

~ID PUS~ BUTTON"'- t:J.Y ~

@ METAL. IS HOT IN SPLIT SECONDS
ALLIS-CHALMERS MANUFACTURING CO.

ELECTRONIC HEATER IS ONE MORE EXAMPLE. OF HOW
ALLIS-CHALMERS RESEARCH AND EXPERIENCE GO TO WORK
FINDING BEITER, FASTER) MORE EFFICIENT WAYS OF HANDLING
PRODUCTION PROBLEMS '-ANOTHER GOOD REASON WHY A-C EQUIP-
MENT 15 IN DEMAND IN EVERY MAJOR INDUSTRY •••

~~___..~.... ~t
'ALLIS ~~CHALMERS

ON/: OF THE 81& :5 IN EL-ECrRIC POWER E(;(V/PMENT
B/6eEST OF ALL IN RANGe OF /NOt/STRIAL PROOUCTS
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'RODUCTION MEN REALIZED HEAT-TREATING OPERATIONS
SUCH AS FORGING, PRECISION BRAZING AND SURFACE
HARDENING COULD BE STEPPED WAY UP IF A FA9TER
METHOD OF HEATING COULD BE FOUND ••• ONE WHICH
WOULD CONCENTRATE THE HEAT AT PRE-SELECTED AREAS!

MILWAUKE'E 11WIS.



COLOR -CONSCIOUS
Condensed from an article by Charles E. Richner

A MERICA IS color-conscious.ft Clothes, homes, and appliances
reflect the realization that color

has a very definite effect on the mood
and well-being of the populace. Manu-
facturers take advantage of this fact
by dressing their products in color.
The housewife uses color in making a
good home for her family. And women
through the ages have used color to
make themselves attractive to fiance
and spouse. But how many of these
color users know where the color
came from and how it was developed?

Historical research shows that dye-
ing was practiced in the earliest times,
centuries before the Christian era.
The oldest existing colors created by
man were found in a cavern used by
the Gro-Magnon race in. Europe
around 10,000 B.IC. They were red
and yellow and had been produced
by daubing a fine clay containing iron

on the wall In the form of deco-
ration.

Prehistoric Colors

The prehistoric tribesmen of India
adorned their bodies with vivid stains
produced from native plants. Blue
was obtained from the juice of in-
digo, one of the most common dyes
of vegetable origin . . . a purple-
brown stain from the dried ground
root of the madder plant ... a yellow
stain from the root of the tumeric
plant ... a pinkish stain from the
dried flower heads of the safflower, a
kind of thistle . . . a brown from
the leaves of the acacia tree . . . and
a brilliant scarlet from the juice of
fig and rubber tree .

Examination of ancient Egyptian
mummy clothes provides authentic
proof that dyeing was practiced in
Egypt of about 2500 B.C., Two thou-

• •partners In creating
K & E drafting instruments, equipment and materials
have been partners of leading engineers for 80 years
in shaping the modern world. So extensively are these
products used by successful men, it is self-evident that
K & E has played a part in the completion of nearly
every American engineering project of any magnitude.

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO.
EST. 1867

NEW YORK • HOBOKEN, N. J.
Chicago • St. Louis • Detroit

San Francisco • Los Angeles • Montreal
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sand years before Christ, the Egyp-
tians are known to have either
painted or dyed their linen fabrics,
using the same sources for their colors
as did the prehistoric tribesmen of
India. Knowledge of the art travelled
to the Chinese, who had learned to
use the fibre produced by the silk-
worm.

"Coat of Many Colors"

The Bible gives us evidence that
the Hebrews were familiar with dyes
at least by 1700 B.C. They possessed
blue, purple, and scarlet dyes, but
used them only on cloths for service
in holy places and on the vestments
of the high priests. The "coat of
many colors" which Jacob made for
his dearly-beloved son, Joseph, was
so valuable because of its color that
it became reason for Joseph's broth-
ers to hate him.

Tyre and Sidon in Phoenicia be-
came the great dye suppliers of the
known world by 1000 B.C. The most
noted of these dyes was known as
Tyrian purple, a few grams of which
were produced from the secretions of
twelve thousand shellfish. This dye
was so expensive to procure that none
but royalty could use. it; whence the
expression "royal purple."

Until 1856, the only colors avail-
able for dyeing were those of vege-
table, mineral, and animal origin. In
that year a 17-year-old English chem-
ist, William Perkins, discovered
mauve, a synthetic dye, while trying
to extract quinine at the Royal Col-
lege of Science. This new dye was
light-fast and superior to vegetable
dye in coloring power.

Discovery of Mauve

The discovery of mauve dye stimu-
lated intensive research and other
basic dyestuffs soon followed. Until
1868, manufacture of synthetic dyes
was confined to England and France,
but other countries, especially Ger-
many, were turning their attention to
this field of manufacture. By 18?4,
the synthetic dyestuff industries were
enormous in both England and Ger-
many, further impetus being given

(Continued on page 30)
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Fundamental Engineering Studies

INA company like Du Pont
the diversity of chemical

operations is great and the
investment in equipment is
high. In addition to the en-
gineering work done in the
ten industrial departments,
the responsibility for design
and construction of manu-
facturing plants is under-
taken by the central engi-
neering department, which
also maintains an engineer-
ing research laboratory.
This laboratory is staffed
by chemical, metallurgical
and mechanical engineers,
and physicists, whose func-
tion is to carryon funda-
mental and pioneering-ap-
plied research to develop
new methods of processing
and equipment designs; im-
prove equipment, materials
of construction, and methods of meas-
urement and control; and establish fun-
damental relationships in unit opera-
tions and unit processes.

For example, a broad project was
undertaken to study the fundamentals
of rotary drying. A principal objective
of the study was to learn the effect of
the operating variables on the volu-
metric heat transfer coefficient. Of the
numerous variables that affect the dry-
ing rate of such a dryer, the more im-
portant ones studied were: (1) feed rate,
(2) dryer rotation rate, (3) air rate, (4) air
temperature, (5) number of flights, (6)
direction of air flow, and (7) dryer slope.

Studying product development in an experimental rotary dryer. H. J.
Kamack, B. S. Chemical Engineering, Georgia Tech. '41; F. A. Gluckert,
B. S. Chemical Engineering, Penn State '40.

Inspecting the interior of experi-
mental spray dryer after a run.
W. R. Marshall, Jr., Ph.D. Chem-
ical Engineering, Wisconsin '41;
R. i, Pigford, Ph.D. Chemical
Engineering, Illinois '41.

Studies on a Laboratory Scale
Fundamental studies of heat transfer
and mass transfer were made in a lab-
oratory scale rotary dryer, 1 ft. in di-
ameter by 6 ft. long. To determine the
true heat transfer coefficient, special
methods were devised to measure the
material temperature along the length
of the dryer and to measure continu-
ously the temperature of the rotating
shell. These determinations permitted
an analysis of all the heat transfer ef-
fects in the dryer; namely, from air to
solid, from shell to solid, and from air
to shell.

From a knowledge of the material

temperature along the dryer, it was
possible to calculate the air tempera-
ture at each point in the dryer and
thereby to determine point values of
the heat transfer coefficient. This pro-
cedure permits the calculation of a more
accurate average temperature differ-
ence, which gives more accurate heat
transfer coefficients than can be ob-
tained from terminal conditions only.

During the course of the study, every
opportunity was taken to obtain heat
transfer data on large-scale plant dryers
in order to establish scale-up factors.
This procedure permitted the correla-
tion of heat transfer coefficients from a
1 ft. diameter dryer with those of full
plant size.

Paralleling the work on the funda-
mentals of rotary drying operation,
problems involved in product and proc-
ess development received continuous
attention. These usually require an in-
vestigation of the important auxiliary
problems of: (1) material handling to and
from the dryer, (2) removal of dust from
the air, (3) sealing the space between
the rotating shell and stationary breech-
ing, and (4) corrosion of the dryer shell.

How the Results are Applied
The findings of the effect of holdup on
dryer capacity were applied to an 8 ft.
standard rotary dryer prod tieing 300

More facts about Du'Pont-Listen to "Cavalcade of America," Mondays, 8 P.M. EST, on NBC
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lb./hr. of granulated material. The in-
forma tion obtained on this factor alone
permitted an increase in capacityof75to
100%. This meant an increase of over a
million pounds annually. Further, one
dryer could now handle the load of two,
releasing second dryer for other work.

The information developed in such
fundamental studies permits more ac-
curate design of equipment for future
operations resulting in lower cost- of
manufacture and lower investment.

Questions College Men ask
about working with DuPont

WHAT KIND OF TRAINING
WILL I GET?

All new employees receive on-the-job
training. Men who are engaged in re-
search, development or engineering
have the opportunity to add continu-
ally to their knowledge and experience
in specific fields. This practical train-
ing is supplemented at many Du Pont
plants and laboratories by training
courses and lectures. Write for booklet,
((The Du Pont Company and the Col-
lege Graduate," 2521 Nemours Build-
ing, Wilmington 98, Delaware.
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COLOR-CONSCIOUS
(Continued from page 28)

the industry by the discovery of direct
dyes for cotton in 1884 and ulfur
dyestuffs in 1893.
By 1914, the art of dyeing fabrics

had become a definite scientific appli-
cation of specialized chemistry, aided
by the practical experience of cen-
turies of dyers who had produced a
surprising variety of color from the
few natural raw material available
to them.

Shortage

At the outbreak of the first world
war, a serious shortage occurred in all
countries from which supplies of Ger-
man dyes were cut off. Industrialists
realized that, although dye were a
minor item in the economic consid-
eration of their raw materials, they
were an essential ingredient to make
products salable.
The United States was particularly

hard hit because almost all of it dyes
had been imported from Germany;
even the few dyes that were manufac-
tured in this country were made from
Gennan intermediate compounds.

Americans suddenly became very
color-conscious and began to appre-
ciate what they had previously taken
for granted. The shortage and result-
ing demand provided the stimulus
which caused the American industry
to develop to the point where it is
now exporting many of the products
which it used to import.
While the size of the dyestuffs in-

dustry is small when compared with
textile, paper, and soap, it must be
evident that these same industries de-
pend very largely upon color.
There have been indirect develop-

ments from the growth of the syn-
thetic dyestuffs industry. The re-
search necessary to produce dyestuffs
has also established many by-prod-
ucts, and some of the compounds
necessary to dyestuffs have been found
to have other uses as well. Sulfanila-
mide was known as an intermediate
dyestuff many decades before anyone
thought of its medicinal worth.

Color for All
Owing to the enormous stride of

the color industry since its foundation
all the civilized peoples of the earth

Ever see a brick' rncl t ill air-
rnel't like a block of butter in a warm
rooIn? Probably not. For air around the
ordinary brick building just doesn't
get that hot •••over 2000°F.Yet raising
the tem.perature of air until it's hot enough to
m.elt a brick - and a loOthotter - is now possible
with the Pebble Heat Exchanger developed by
B&W. It heats gases far above the t.errrperu ttrre
Hrrri'tsof metallic heat exchangers.
Development of the Pebble Heat Exchanger is

further evidence that B&W- old in experience.,

now have what was once available
only to royalty. The knowledge of
dyes has led to the opening of many
other fields in chemistry and engi-
neering. Color is, without doubt, one
of the key contributions to modern
life.

ALUMNI
(Continued [rom page 20)

G. F. AHLBRANDT
G. F. Ahlbrandt was born in

Cincinnati, Ohio, on March 19, 1882.
He received the degree of Chemical
Engineer in 1904. Immediately after
graduation he became a chemist in
the open-hearth department of the
American Rolling Mill Co. in Mid-
dletown, Ohio. On Jan. 1, 1907, he
was advanced to assistant superin-
tendent of that department, and en-
tered sales work two years later. Since
that time, his talents have been di-
rected to the commercial field.
He became Armco's assistant'man-

ager in 1913, and general manager of
sale in 1930. He became assistant

(Continued on page 32)

pioneer of rrrarryadvances in divergent fields-is
still young enough to have new ideas.
B&W offers excellent career opportunities to

technical graduates in diversifiedphases oflIlanu-·
facturing, engineering, research, and, safes..

THE BABCOCK & WILCOX CO.
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The Cambridge Recording Gas Analyzer continu-
ously analyzes and records as many as six
constituents, simultaneously. It makes possible
substantial 'savings in the operation of kilns, pro-
ductionof inert ,gases; .ond in metallurgical,
petroleum, and other chemical processes. Slnqle
point and multipoint instruments are available for
a wide variety of Opplications.

Send for literature

, Cambridge also makes pH Meters and pH
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of precision. Send us details of your instrument
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,4gaJuie
to Mr. Co-op Engineer
from Mr. Printer

PRINTING - and what doesn't - re-
quires engineering in so many ways
that books could be written a bout it.

It is a particular pleasure to prod ce
a, magazine for future graduates that
are certain to improve industry.

ALUMNI

angle and are spread more thinly.

Q. Which sort of tires on a car gives
more traction-under-inflated tires
or the ones with recommended
pressure?

A. Under-inflated tires give more
traction than fully inflated tires
because there is more surface ex-
posed to the road. However, tires
that are under-inflated will wear
faster.

S. ROSENTHAL & CO., INC.
22 E. Twelfth se. ,CH 0710

DAY AND NIG'HT

If Printing in Cincinnati Since 1868"

(Continued from page 30)

ARMCO'S retired vice-president

vice-president in 1937. In November,
1946, after 42 years of service, he was
elected vice- presiden t. Upon reaching
retirement age in March, 1947, Mr.
Ahlbrandt was persuaded to remain
in active service in the capacity of
management consultant.
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SCIENCE
QUESTION BOX

Q. Is the earth nearer the sun in sum-
mer than in the winter?

A. No. The earth is nearest the sun
in January and farthest away in
July. In 1947 the date of perihe-
lion (when the earth was closest)
was January 3, and the distance
separating us was 91,342,000
miles. The time when we are
farthest apart, called aphelion,
came on July 5, 1947, with the
distance of 94,451,000 miles. The
reason that it is warmer in July
than in January is, therefore, not
due to any close approach of the
sun, but to the fact that in the
northern hemisphere the sun
comes more nearly overhead.
Hence, its rays of heat and light
fall on the ground more nearly
vertically and are more concen-
trated than in the winter, when
they strike the ground at a low

COOPERATIVE ENGINEER

Q. Will luminous fishing lures attract
fish so they will bite better?

A. It is not likely that fish will bite
luminous lures; it is more prob-
able that they will be repelled by
their strange appearance. Certain
types of lures which increase visi-
bility or enhance eatable appear-
ance by discreet use of luminous
properties might be an advantage.
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